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Stargate Command roars into action when Jack O'Neill and his crew find a Stargates map that lets them combat alien maneuvers
all across the . . The team encounters a Goa'uld resistance movement . Stargate SG-1. Stargate Command begins to explore the
galaxy, making many new friends -- and new enemies.. The team encounters a Goa'uld resistance movement . Stargate SG-1 is
an elite United States Air Force special operations team, one of about 20 teams from Earth who explore the galaxy and defend
against alien threats such . Download Screens and Images SG-1 720p screens - 2011 Stargate SG-1 is an elite United States Air
Force special operations team, one of about 20 teams from Earth who explore the galaxy and defend against alien threats such
as the Goa'uld. The team travels through the Stargate which connects distant locations known as Stargates. The series' main
three main players are Jack O'Neill, Daniel Jackson, and Colonel Jack O'Neil, who are portrayed by Richard Dean Anderson,
Donald Faison, and Christopher Judge respectively. Regular cast members also include David Anders, Amanda Tapping,
Michael Shanks, and Mark Gense. The story line also features an extensive recurring cast who appear in various roles. The main
four members of the allied forces whose purpose is to protect the gates and worlds connected to them are Samantha Carter and
two members of the Air Force, Teal'c and Sergeant Colin Ford. O'Neill also regularly consults with a group of scientists who
travel with the team, including Daniel Jackson. Michael Shanks has had recurring roles as the main gate technician, Eli Wallace,
and as O'Neill's former girlfriend Linda Sorenson. Other recurring characters have included Dr. Janet Fraiser, the leader of a
team of doctors who accompany SG-1, and General Hammond, O'Neill's commanding officer. The team has been through three
main evolutions during the course of the show's
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